Mattermost is the open source messaging platform built for development teams to drive innovation. Its on-premise and private cloud deployment provides the benefits of modern communication without sacrificing privacy. Mattermost gives enterprises the autonomy and extensibility they need to be more productive while meeting the requirements of IT and security teams.

**Mattermost's Jenkins Plugin**

With Mattermost's Jenkins plugin, you can set up automatic notifications in Mattermost based on Jenkins activity and use slash commands to interact with Jenkins. Mattermost lets your team use modern messaging within your CI/CD workflow to centralize communication, save time, and increase visibility and transparency.

Interact with jobs via slash commands in Mattermost to:
- Connect and disconnect with a Jenkins server
- Interact with Jenkins jobs—create, trigger, enable, disable, or delete a job; abort a build or get build logs; or get artifacts or test logs
- Interact with plugins
- Run adhoc commands like safe restarts or get help

**Why Mattermost**

**Privacy**

Mattermost’s self-hosted deployment provides the benefits of modern communication while meeting stringent enterprise security and privacy requirements. Unlike with SaaS services, you maintain full ownership and control of company IP and customer data behind your own firewall or VPN.

**Control**

The Mattermost platform optimizes for control for your organization and your teams. Development teams can customize Mattermost, build workflows, and integrate systems to fit their needs, while admins get granular control over permissions and management.

**Flexibility**

Increase the ROI on existing software investments through integrations with other services and internal systems. Mattermost allows for unmatched customization with complete access to code, UI text files, APIs, and a wide array of samples.

**Trusted by development teams worldwide**
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**About Mattermost**

Since 2015, Mattermost has worked to transform the enterprise collaboration market by delivering the best open source, high-trust messaging tools for developers. Today, Mattermost is embraced by leading security-conscious organizations around the world. From piloting spacecraft and ensuring national security to building electric cars and advancing vital infrastructure, global organizations use Mattermost daily to drive innovation while meeting unprecedented safety, privacy, and scale requirements.

[ mattermost.com ](https://mattermost.com)